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Time to Talk!
Children's Views on Children's Work
Newsletter 04/2017: "Time for a good read!"

Dear colleagues and friends,
It’s time to wish each and every one of you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year! The year is almost over and for the Time to Talk project and team it
brought new challenges and exciting phases. Together with you we celebrated
milestones and encountered steps backwards.
Let’s have a look at the most current:

Update on the Reports
Do you have some time left during the Christmas holidays? Have a look at the Time to
Talk report about our consultations in over 35 countries! It’s a vivid presentation of
children’s unique views, reflections and ideas on their work. The report structure is
based on the child friendly methods and tools we used to consult children and
summarizes what we have learned of all our young participants in 12 key policy
recommendations.

Download a copy of the Report here!
It will be available in English, German, Spanish and French

Living up to the idea of being a children’s
participation project means giving back the
information we gathered with the help of our
1822 working girls and boys. To make the
report accessible for all ages we have
summarized it in a comic. It’s a story about
our little protagonist Paul who travels the
world with the help of his friend Supermaia to
speak with working children.
Come and join the adventures of Paul and
Supermaia!

Download the Time to Talk Comic here!
It will be available in English, German, Spanish, French, Hindu, Nepali, Arab and Cyrillic

Update on the IV Global Conference on the
Sustained Eradication of Child Labour
From 14th to 16th of November a delegation of the different steering committee
organisations of the Time to Talk project attended the world conference in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. As initially planned the youth representative from Senegal
couldn’t attend the conference due to visa denial.
The Time to Talk Team is filled with consternation that despite all our efforts the
participation of a young representative was not possible. Nevertheless the team
presented the Time to Talk findings in two opportunities during the conference days.
During a press conference the report was officially launched and later a Side Event
provided the possibility to present the project and report to a large number of
interested conference participants.

Many attendees of the conference shared their
interest in possibilities for a meaningful child
participation with us and we feel encouraged to
keep gathering ideas and forces with the many
initiatives, organisations and movements
worldwide with whom we share the common goal
to fulfill the children’s right to participation in
the future.

What's next?

With fresh energy the Time to Talk project and team will return in 2018! Evaluation
and validation of the project and the methods appliedis just one task that lies ahead
of us. Also exciting opportunities for working children's participation are currently
discussed. We will keep you in the loop - promise!

Any questions, queries or ideas you’d like to share with us?
Please feel free to contact us: timetotalk.info@gmail.com or visit
us on Facebook and leave a message!

Wishing you wonderful Christmas and a Happy New Year 2018,
Your "Time to Talk"-Team
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